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In answer to the perennial question of where to explore, in 2014 we even-
tually homed in on the region surrounding the Spiti valley in India’s 

Himachal Pradesh. This area was especially attractive as Harish Kapadia 
had previously suggested that we might like to attempt Kamen Gyalmo, 
an unclimbed 6531m peak to the north-east of the Lingti nala. Adding to 
our interest was the fact that, being close to the border with Tibet, this area 
was for many years closed to non-Indian nationals, and as such had been 
rarely visited. Indeed, the only climbing teams known to have penetrated 
the area were those led by Harish in 1983 and 1987 when they successfully 
climbed Sibu (5700m) and Lagma (5786m)1,2. By contrast, the mountains 
to the west of the Lingti nala have attracted considerably more attention. 

Following discussions with Harish Kapadia it was known at the outset 

that simply getting to Kamen Gyalmo might be a major challenge as the 
region is crossed by deep, impenetrable gorges and access lies against the 
grain of the Himalaya. Having studied the available terrestrial maps and 
Google satellite images, our preferred option was to approach our objective 
from the east by way of the Giu nala, but because of its proximity to Tibet 
we felt that obtaining permission from the Indian authorities for this route 
might be problematic. Eventually we settled on entry from the west via 
the Lingti nala, even though this would involve a longer, more circuitous 
route.

As the date for our departure approached we waited with some trepida-
tion for our permit to arrive from India. After a flurry of correspondence it 
eventually did, but with one major omission: Hamish, a late addition to the 
team, was not included. Unfortunately this meant that he was only able to 
get a tourist visa, rather than the obligatory X-visa required by the Indian 
Mountaineering Foundation. As a consequence he was not authorised to 
climb above base camp. Having largely anticipated this response Hamish 
had stoically planned an alter-
native schedule during the 
period that we were actively 
climbing.

With arrangements made, 
we flew from the UK to 
Delhi on 27 August 2014 to 
begin the long drive to Shimla 
where we obtained Inner Line 
Permits before continuing on 
to Sarahan, Kalpa and Tabo 
to Lingti. At Lingti we joined 
our porters and support team 
before making the short drive 
to the roadhead at Lalung 
(3737m) from where we 
began our trek.

The trek to and from base camp (see map)
After discussions with the villagers at Lalung we were strongly discour-

aged from following the Lingti gorge and took their suggestion to use the 
higher route over the Tuthi Pass (4515m, Zingtu Top4). A steep descent 
from this pass led to the Zingzung nala from where a brief climb and diffi-
cult descent led to the Lingti nala and camp one at 3775m, situated a little 
before the deserted hamlet of Kebri*. This was the first of two long, hard 
days during which several porters struggled to manoeuvre their loads over 
the difficult terrain.

Beyond Kebri, a steep 1300m climb on a well-defined track led to the 
Goldem pass (5085m),5 with its extensive views, before descending steeply 
to a small plateau overlooking the Sisbang nala. This plateau was especially 

Exiting the ravine on route to camp four. (Derek Buckle)
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interesting as it was our first opportunity to find the numerous belemnites 
and other fossils that are extensively exposed in this area. The Lingti shales 
are famous for their Jurassic fossils, and an extensive collection gathered 
by Dr Richard Hey and Peter Holmes in 1955 is housed at the Sedgwick 
Museum in Cambridge, UK6. Further on, a break in the cliffs bordering 
the Sisbang nala led via yet another steep descent on uneven ground to the 
river itself. We were able to bivouac here (camp two) at 4520m in a shallow 
cave some 15-20m above the water. Because of the difficult terrain we were 
once again well ahead of the porters and several only arrived well after 
dark, having dropped their loads as far back as the Goldem pass.

The next day was comparatively short so after retrieving the dropped 
loads we continued over the Sisbang pass (4812m) to camp three situ-
ated on scrubby grass at 4801m, close to the Sabu Spring. With little idea 
where to establish base camp we chose to spend a day at the spring while 
the climbing team and high altitude porters explored possible options. 
Although poor visibility hampered these forays somewhat, a suitable base 
camp site was eventually found beside one of the Sheru nala tributaries at 
5130m and we relocated there on 7 September. At this point Hamish left 
with our Sirdar and the porters. Hoping to get back to Lalung more quickly 
than the four days taken in ascent they chose to descend directly to the 
Lingti nala and then follow the river down. In spite of eight or more forced 

river crossings this alternative could be accomplished in one hard day and 
it was the route by which the remaining team descended when we eventu-
ally returned to Lalung in two separate parties on 24 and 25 September.

Exploration and ascents east of the Lingti nala
With the base camp established, we now had sixteen days in which 

to explore the area and, hopefully, to establish a viable route to Kamen 
Gyalmo at the head of the Talung nala. It was clear from initial explora-
tions that we were still some way from our objective and that we needed to 
ascend the broad Lagma plateau in order to improve our understanding of 
the local topography. Once again we were faced with several options. One 
of these was to climb a north-facing ice gully (WI2, Fossil Gully7), which 
Dave, Mike and I successfully managed on 9 September. By continuing 
up the exit snowfield then we then made the first ascent of a subsidiary 
top (Peak 5782) before traversing eastwards to where Geoff and one of the 
high altitude porters had located an advanced base camp (ABC) at 5807m 
adjacent to the Tangmor snowfield. Two days later we occupied this camp 
from where Dave, Geoff and I continued south-south-east across the easy-
angled snowfield to complete the first ascent of Tangmor (5920m). Mike 
repeated this ascent the following day when he too relocated to ABC while 
the ever active Dave traversed the broad scree plateau to make the second 

During the first ascent of Fossil Gully. (Geoff Cohen) The high cirque from Chota Sgurr. (Derek Buckle)
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ascent of what we now know to be Lagma (5796m). Glacial recession has 
had a marked impact on this plateau, since the dangerous cornices that 
caused Harish Kapadia to abort his attempt on Tangmor in 19832 no longer 
exist and the area of snowfield shown on older maps is significantly dimin-
ished and replaced by fine, unconsolidated scree.

Beyond Tangmor, the Lagma plateau extends southwards to terminate 
in a rocky outlier, Peak 5927, which we climbed on 13 September via its 
straightforward north ridge and for which we suggest the name Taklu8. 
While not a memorable first ascent, this summit did offer fantastic views of 
Kamen Gyalmo and the high mountains to the east, although deep gorges 
prevented access from here.

Returning to base camp we subsequently crossed the Sheru nala to estab-
lish camp four on a grassy area close to a small spring at 4485m. From here 
two additional camps, camp five (5008m) and camp six (5476m) were later 
established. Both of these higher camps were on previously occupied sites 
which were presumed to be those used by Harish Kapadia during his ascent 
of Lagma in 19832. The higher camp was adjacent to the ice band bordering 
the northern slopes of Lagma, which was unequivocally identified by Dave 
as the peak that he had climbed, and marked with a cairn, a week before. 
Had we appreciated the puzzling topography, and realised the existence of 
the ice band as a source of water, we could have accessed this same area 
relatively easily from ABC. 

With our interest focused on Kamen Gyalmo and the high cirque of 
mountains heading the Talung nala, on 19 September we traversed the 
northern slopes of Lagma on easy scree before reaching a broad ridge 
which dropped to a col separating the Talung and Tabo nalas. Easy scree 

slopes (no longer glaciated as shown on the map) then led to the broken, 
rocky north ridge of the eastern part of the cirque which culminated in a 
pleasant snow crest. Soloing this ridge and crest we made the first ascent 
of the compact, rocky 5924m summit which we tentatively called Chota 
Sgurr9. Panoramic views extended in all directions from this summit, but 
were particularly impressive towards the cirque itself.

It was abundantly clear that we now had insufficient time to progress 
further along the ridge towards Kamen Gyalmo and these higher unclimbed 
peaks and that we would have to content ourselves with Peak 5924 as a 
consolation prize. Still wanting to achieve as much as possible while we 
were here, on 20 September Mike and I also climbed Lagma, while Dave 
and Geoff returned directly to camp five. Although it was an uninspiring 
climb up the unstable boulder-field south-west of camp six, it was relatively 
short-lived and soon we reached the broad scree ridge that led south to the 
5796m summit. The compensation was, of course, the extensive views that 
this fairly innocuous summit gave. Now that we had a much better under-
standing of the local geography it was possible to pick out, if not necessarily 
identify, many of the major peaks that characterise north-eastern Spiti and 
to appreciate that there is still much left to do here given sufficient time, 
energy and motivation.

All that remained now was to rejoin Dave and Geoff at camp five before 
returning to base camp and subsequently to the road-head at Lalung where 
the expedition officially ended.

The awkward descent to the Lingti. (Mike Cocker)

Mike Cocker with Tangmor (5920m) (right), PK 5927 (centre) and Manirang 
(6500m) behind. (Derek Buckle)
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Summary
In September 2014 a five-man British team, Derek Buckle (leader), Dave 

Broadhead, Mike Cocker, Geoff Cohen and Hamish Irvine (non-climber), 
explored the mountains to the east of the Lingti nala in the north-eastern 
Spiti region of Himachal Pradesh, close to the border with Tibet. Team 
members made first ascents of several of the subsidiary tops on the Lagma 
plateau, including: Peak 5782 via a WI2 gully (Fossil Gully, 9 September) 
on its north face, Tangmor (5920m, 11 September), and the second ascent 
of Lagma (5796m) itself on 12 September. They also made the first ascents 
of Peak 5927 (Taklu), 13 September and Peak 5924 (Chota Sgurr), 19 
September, both by their north ridges.
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Sisbang (5668m) from the north. (Derek Buckle)

Occasionally I have one of those days when I wake up bright and early 
and proceed to curse everything and anything under the sun. It’s 

generally when, at 6am, my alarm loudly declares that it’s time to go work, 
and every fibre of my being rallies outside my cerebral cortex in protest. 
Then I get a headache and start cursing all of creation. Naturally, all of 
creation doesn’t appreciate being cursed, and spends the rest of the day 
trying to give me a good reason to curse it. Sometimes it succeeds, and 
I spend the rest of the day trapped in a vicious circle, like a hamster in 
its wheel, cursing the foundations upon which my life is built, while the 
foundations curse me back. It makes me wonder whether hamsters face the 
same problem.

That’s roughly how I felt when I woke up at 6am tied into a tree. My 
climbing partner was in no way attached to me; Bradley was tied into 
another tree a few paces below me. Himalayan expeditions are funny like 
that: you think you’re going to wake up on an icy ledge half way up a 
shadowy face, but there you are, supported by a tangle of birches that grow 
almost sideways in a seemingly endless gorge. I turned my head to the 
left. The cleft in the slope just ahead barred our retreat and necessitated 
uphill. Tree climbing. Certainly, I realised, I would be cursing all of crea-

The north face of Patrasi. X marks high point, prospective route line dashed. 
(Aleksey Zholobenko)


